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ABSTRACT:

RESUMEN:

The article highlights the issues of scientific preparation
and publication of the 100- volumes of Kazakh folklore
"Word ancestors", published in the period 2004-2013,
including issues of genre classification of folklore texts,
principles of selection and preparation of each volume,
as well as the place of this priceless spiritual heritage in
the world’s culture. Kazakh folklore – is a syncretic
literary art, originating from ancient times and
representing folk art-aesthetic, philosophical, moral and
ethical outlook. In recent years, scientific editions of
folk literature, publications for children and a wide
range of readers have been published, that had been
collected from numerous handwritten patterns of
folklore creativity which is an invaluable spiritual
heritage people. At the same time we should mention
that folklore collections published in the 90th - early
2000s, covered only a small part of the rich folk
heritage of Kazakhs. One of the main reasons for this
was the pro-communist ideology of the Soviet political
system that prevented from the development of
national cultures. For this reason, hundreds of folklore
religious works, works with the sence of some ethnic

El artículo destaca los temas de preparación científica y
publicación de los 100 volúmenes de folclore kazajo
«Palabras de antepasados», publicados en el período
2004-2013, incluyendo temas de clasificación de género
de textos folclóricos, principios de selección y
preparación de cada volumen, así como el lugar de este
patrimonio espiritual invaluable en la cultura mundial. El
folclore kazajo – es un arte literario sincrética,
originario de la antigüedad y que representa el arte
popular-estético, filosófico, moral y ético. En los últimos
años se han publicado ediciones científicas de la
literatura popular, publicaciones para niños y una amplia
gama de lectores, que se habían recopilado a partir de
numerosos patrones manuscritos de creatividad
folclórica, que es una valiosa herencia espiritual de la
gente . Al mismo tiempo, cabe mencionar que las
colecciones folclóricas publicadas en los años 90comienzos del 2000, cubrían sólo una pequeña parte del
rico patrimonio folclórico de los kazajo. Una de las
principales razones para ello fue la ideología
procomunista del sistema político soviético que impedía
el desarrollo de las culturas nacionales. Por esta razón,

patriotism, freedom and independence have not been
included into scientific turn over and library circulation.
However those works that have been published in the
Soviet period, underwent censorship and abbreviations.
The main purpose of the publication was the idea of
demonstrating not only the richness of Kazakh folk
literature, but also implementation of publication in
accordance with modern requirements of philological
science, also it was important to visibly show the
antiquity of the origin of national culture.
Keywords Dastan, epic, folklore, textual studies.

cientos de obras religiosas del folclore, obras con el
sentido de algún patriotismo étnico, la libertad y la
independencia no se han incluido en la vuelta científica
y la circulación de la biblioteca. Sin embargo, aquellas
obras que han sido publicadas en el período soviético,
fueron sometidas a censura y abreviaturas. El propósito
principal de la publicación fue la idea de demostrar no
sólo la riqueza de la literatura popular de Kazajstán,
sino también la aplicación de la publicación de acuerdo
con los requisitos modernos de la ciencia de la filología,
también era importante Mostrar visiblemente la la
antigüedad del origen de la cultura nacional.
Palabras clave: Dastan, epopeya, folklore, estudios
textuales.

1. Introduction
The Kazakh national monuments of oral poetry, the authors’ of oral literary legacy represent the
same national wealth as the wealth of Kazakhstan subsoil, fertile fields, the unique nature and
countless herds of cattle. The patterns, spiritual values transmitted from generation to
generation, are only a part of the huge folk heritage which survived to the present day and are
stored in the National and Central Scientific Library of Kazakhstan, in the foundations of rare
books of the Institute of Literature and Art named after M.Auezov, Central State Museum
(Albekov, 2011). The main part of folk literature have not been recorded and systematized. The
reasons for this should be searched in the history of Kazakh people who had undergone
tremendous social and political events over the past three centuries. First of all, it's endless
wars with Central Asian states, China, especially Dzungar invaders, since the formation of the
Kazakh Khanate and a big role was played by the traditional nomadic lifestyle. And although in
this period there were many heroic legends and historical epic, lyrical poems, legends, eloquent
statements of wit persons, short stories and novels, as well as other genres of literature, none
of them was recorded at that time and almost not published (Scientific description of Kazakh
manuscripts, 2015).
Although in the XIX and to the nineties of the XX century the folk creativity has been collected,
systematized, studied and published, and for its full disclosure the colonial censorship of
Russian Empire and Soviet totalitarian system was a barrier (Babalar sozi: Zhuz tomdyk,
2006). The genealogic annals- shezhire (Babalar sozi: Zhuz tomdyk, 2012), religious epics
(Babalar sozi: Zhuz tomdyk, 2005), hikayat and stories (Babalar sozi: Zhuz tomdyk, 2013a),
historical narratives associated with national liberation movement (Babalar sozi: Zhuz tomdyk,
2013b), patterns of traditional folklore, personal creativity (works of akyns - zhyrau, biys and
wits, poets improvisers and bards) have been especially subjected to ideological pressure, their
texts were recorded incompletely and published only after a thorough check of censorship in
accordance with the ideological requirements. So, those that did not pass them were put in the
foundations for years.
Only when the country gained independence, due attention has been paid to the spiritual values
of the people. However, the possibility of collecting materials on folklore and author oral
literature were limited because many old people of the older generation have passed away, and
they have kept these works in their memories. However, all conditions have been created for
deep and maximally full studying of the literary monuments, already without censorship and
changes in the text (Tauelsizdik ideyasyn zhyrlaityn kazakh epostarynyn kolzhazba nuskalary,
2011).
On the basis of the edict of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the implementation
of the State program "Cultural Heritage", in 2004 began preparation and publishing of 100
volume series "Babalar Sozi" ("Words of ancestors" ).
The Scientific Council of the Institute decided to start this multi-volume edition with epics dastans. The thing is that big amount of them have been conserved in the foundations of rare

manuscripts and rare books of the republic, and 70-80 percent of them have not been
published, for the reasons mentioned above.
First, the activities on systematizing of works prepared for publication on genre specifics was
undertaken, a full list was prepared. Since the scientific publication was planned, the priority
was given to the compilation of scientific reference system. Under the leadership of prominent
folklorist, academician S. Kaskabassov the scientists agreed and suggested to include the
following: scientific comments to the texts, geographical dictionary, information about historical
figures included in these texts , information concerning the collectors and compilers of the
texts, a list of references and expressions used in Russian and English languages.
The peoples of Kazakhstan, especially Kazakh people have many cultural monuments of world
importance. Most of these works are zhyr and epics - poetic stories and poems. These works
appeared in different periods of Kazakh history, their authors are forgotten, and were
transmitted orally during centuries from generation to generation, they have preserved in folk
memory. On this centuries long way, they have not been fully preserved, and sometimes the
tradition has interrupted. Therefore, in the repertoire of works of akyns-zhyrau and storytellers
- zhyrshy they survived as dozens of patterns and versions (Zhusipov, 2009). Throughout the
history of Kazakhstan, these works have deeply penetrated into the minds and hearts of people,
educating in people a sense of patriotism and love of country, justice, sincere faith, harmony
and unity, pure love. We all know how scarce is documentary historical information relating to
the history of our nation in XV-XVIII centuries, and it represents exceptional rarity, so the
information and facts on state political system, public and social structure, history and culture,
diplomacy and historical figures have reached nowadays also from patterns of folklore and
akyn literature.

2. Method
In preparation for the 100-volume series of Kazakh folklore "Word of ancestors" plot and
typological features of Kazakh folklore are defined.
Various techniques developed in the system of Philology: textual, comparative-historical, source
study, paleography, bibliography, linguistic folklore, documental, comparative-typological and
others in the course of the study were used.
One of the main methods of textual research is the method by which focused on identifying the
main options of folklore. To this end, special attention was paid to studying the history of
folklore texts, of their existence, from generation to generation, history of written record,
publication and publishing; distinctive features of manuscripts and printed works of artic work,
features of various texts and forms of the records; identification of data about writers,
storytellers, owner of the manuscript, and others.
Textual method involves finding information about the differences of the same product
depending on the individual abilities of the performer (sometimes differences in the texts of the
same narrator), in this sense, the study of subjects which is underwent reduction or vice versa
to supplement, interaction and interdependence of the characters of work, geographical names,
in different versions of texts; syncretism approach when recording a work on paper or another
(tape recorder etc.).
The basis of the comparative-historical method is based on the principle that allows to identify
and to clarify the reality of the origin of the characters of folklore works of large forms, in
particular to obtain new historical data about the life and work of khans and sultans, national
leaders-warriors, biys, elders of the Kazakh tribes, as well as their artistic interpretation in the
works. The method helps to build a reliable chronology of historical events, the elucidation of
historical sources concerning the life of historical figures, the genesis of the origin of products,
their development and transformation into a tradition.
In the study of the history of collecting of folklore heritage all the richest source base in the
form of documents preserved in libraries, archives - it's all kinds of historical records, memoirs,

letters, book publications, etc. was taken into account. Hence the special importance of the
source method is highlighted. Thus, the methods used in the study made it possible to carry
out a comparative historical and typological analysis of the works, which significantly raised the
level of scientific publication.
One of the important methods that strengthen scientific research base is a method of records.
It is very important when dating tales play documentary-narrative materials, such as, for
example, official papers of khans and sultans adopted during their rule, decrees and
resolutions, documents on external relations of the rulers with foreign states and metropolitan,
photos and others. Thanks to document study method it can be done scientific conclusions
about the history of the origin of specific products.
When it comes to related Turkic peoples, we observe the law-governed pattern similarity of
many historical figures, historical events, traditions, most notably in the folk heritage. In this
sense, the typological method allows to carry out comparative analysis of many folklore works,
having wide circulation among the Turkic peoples, indicating the similarities and differences
between them.
In textual study of folklore heritage paleography method is of great importance. Paleographic
method focuses on the study of ancient texts in writing, in particular, handwriting, alphabets,
languages, ways of writing, periodization and attribution.

3. Discussion and Results
As a result of this study a complete scientific analysis of the publication 100-volume series
"Words of ancestors" are given. One hundred volumes of the series, including the text,
previously unpublished, which allows a complete picture of the development of Kazakh folklore
was published for the first time.
Therefore volumes 1-9 of the 100 volume series "Babalar Sozi" published in 2004, were
composed based on the plots of the Eastern peoples, the volumes include thirty-one work of
novelistic dastan genre - epic stories and legends in a poetic narration. Publications include
"Kissa Zeine Zayyp", "Orka-Kulshe", "Kissa Tahir", "Shahmardan", "Kissa Sherizat", "Karkabat",
"Kissa Kasim Zhomart", "Kagira and Taymus", "Khikayat Salimzhan", "Bolat, Janat", "Kissa
Jamshid", "Abugalisina, Abulharis", "Kissa Samuruk", "Kissa kyryk uazir", "Kissa Shakir
Shakirat", "Baktiyar Kissasi" etc .
In 2005 10-16 volumes were publishing included forty three religious dastans, which were not
published after the October Revolution due to censorship reasons, and they remained
inaccessible to readers. Among them there are folklore works "Kissa Zarkum", "Gazauat
Sultan", "Kissa Salsal", "Aziret Alidin sogysy", "Kissa Abushahma", "Kissa Seyitbattal", "Kissa
Malikkazhdar", "Kissa anhaziret Rasuldyn Migrazhga konak bolgani", "Muhammad
Payghambar","Kissa uakiga Kerbala ushbu -dur", "Kissa Mansur al-Halazh", "Dariga kiz", "Kissa
Shahizinda", "Kissa Zhumzhuma", "Haza Kitap Mohammed Khanafiya", "Mohammed Kanafiya"
etc.
In the same year 17-22 volumes of the series were compiled - "Romantic dastans" and the
readers got an opportunity to familiarize with nearly thirty earlier unknown works of literary
heritage. Among them we can distinguish dastans "Kissa Leili-Mazhnun", "Kissa Tahir-Zuhra",
"Bozzhigit", "Seypilmalik", "Kissa Sherizat-Kulshat", "Kissa Shahizada", "Amirzada" etc.
Since 2006, we began studying folk heritage of overseas compatriots, offered them to readers’
attention and included them in scientific use. Group of compilers worked with great
responsibility, for the first time prepared for publication a collection in ten volumes of folklore
works of Kazakhs living in China. Volumes 23, 24, 30, 31 included" Novelistic epics", 25-26
volumes "Romantic dastans", 27, 28, 29 volumes – "Historical Poems", and the last 32
volumes were dedicated to "Genealogical poems".
We would like to note the great contribution to the preparation of ten volumes of the series of

the Honored Chinese scholar, writer, member of society of folklorists of China, professor
Orazanbay Egeubayev. He has been a tremendous help in collection of texts, clarifying their
origin, especially in collection of information about the authors of dastans and performers.
A huge part of Kazakh folklore heritage of ancient time consists of heroic tales that transmitted
from generation to generation a feeling of patriotism and love for the motherland, unity and
harmony of the people. They reflect the struggle of our people for independence and integrity
of the Nogay and Kazakh horde between XIV-XVII centuries, and high feeling of love of young
hearts. Therefore 33-52 volumes of the series "Babalar Sozy" are devoted to the heroic epic.
For example, in the above-mentioned funds, along with the variant [7] "Alpamys warrior"
published by J. Shaikhislamuly in 1899 in Kazan there are more than ten versions of the text of
this poem. Although this work was published several times in the Soviet period, during editing
different versions of the texts have been combined. Taking this into account, the compilers
considered to keep them unchanged in 33-34 volumes, which include thirteen versions. This
gives the readers the opportunity to read the original texts of manuscripts.
It is no secret that the same mismatch of texts was observed in editions of the epic "Koblandy
warrior". Therefore we collected all versions, about thirty of them, which have reached
nowadays, systematized, and 16 variants were included into the volumes 35-38. Among them
there are patterns which were previously unfamiliar to the readers.
In Volume 43, along with previously unpublished versions of the epic "Kambar warrior" nine of
his previously unknown variants readers are published. A 44 volume contains epics "Er
Kokshe", "Ep Spit", "Saiyn warrior", "Karabek warrior" and several versions of "Er Targyn" etc.
Substantial part of "Warriors Legends" is the cycle "Forty warriors of Crimea" of Nogai period in
XIV-XVII centuries. 50-51 volumes of the series include thirty six works of the famous Muryn
zhyrau Sengirbayuly, and there are textual comparison to their published versions. Such
poems as "Edige", "Orak -Mamay", "Shora", "Karasay-Kazi" are included in separate volumes.
For example, volume 39 contains stories about Edige, 40th volume – about Orak and Mamay.
In rare funds there are kept nearly thirty variants and versions of the epic "Karasay-Kazi" which
distinguish in the plot structure and composition, as well as language and style of narration.
They also have distinctive features in the interpretation of the theme, and they are very
different in description of particular events. Group of compilers has done their textual analysis
and selected for publication twelve versions. They are included in the volumes 41, 42 and 46 of
the series.
Versions of epic "Shora warrior" from the cycle "Forty warriors of Crimea" which is widespread
among the Turkic peoples (Kazakhs, Nogay, Crimean Tatars, Tatars, Karakalpaks, Kirghiz) and
has been early noticed by European scientists, have been included into volume 45, five epic
works devoted to the heroic life and deeds of brave warrior Bozuglan, Zhusip and Ahmet have
been included into volume 47. Volumes 48 and 49 include legends devoted to the legendary
Batyr Korugly (Kerogly).
One of the genre varieties of heroic legends is archaic epic, consisting of fabulous and mythical
events and legends, which artistically reproduce beliefs of ancient people around the world and
their relationship with nature. They include works in volume 52 such as "Khikayat risala Munlyk
Zarlyk", "Kissa Dotan Kubakanbayugly", "Kissa Kulamergen", "Kubygul" etc.
Kazakh folklore includes novelistic (love) poems, dedicated to pure and selfless love of the
young people. They were often published in the Soviet and pre-Soviet times and were very
popular among the people. Today, the foundations of Kazakhstan have about thirty versions of
the poem "Kozy Korpesh – Bayan Sulu" (besides Kazakh people, the plots of this poem also
exist in Bashkir, Altay, Yakut, Teleut, Baraba Tatars and other Turkic peoples), and there are
more than fifteen versions of the poem "Kiz Zhibek".
Volume 53 includes five versions of the epic "Kiz Jibek" which were previously unknown to the
readers, and volumes 54-55 – twelve versions of the epic "Kozy Korpesh – Bayan Sulu".

Historical songs are the integral part of Kazakh folklore, many of them are devoted to the
heroic struggle of the people for freedom and independence, serving as an example of true
patriotism for future generations. As we know, during the Soviet period there were restrictions
on studying national liberation ideas. And only in the period of independence, in Kazakhstan has
appeared an opportunity to give an objective assessment of the country's history, to reveal the
real content of literature and culture of the Kazakh people. It is very good that the initiative to
publish most of the existing spiritual heritage has received financial support. 56-63 volumes of
the series "Babalar sozi" includes historical legends.
These volumes include historical stories about Kazakh khans Yesim, Abylay, Kenesary and
others, including Janibek Khan (XV c.), as well as historical stories about dozens of batyrs and
military leaders such as Olzhash, Satbek, Orakty, Bogenbai, Kabanbai, Zhasybai, Zhidebay,
Olzhabay, Rayimbek, Otegen, Myrky, two Janibeks, two Baraks, Berdikozha, Bazar, Jantay,
Syrym, Azhibai, Arkalyk, Zhankozha, Agybay, Bayseit, Myrzash, Aidos.
Subsequent volumes of the 100 volume series "Babalar Sozi" are dedicated to small genres of
Kazakh folklore, and their publication began with genre of riddles. "Witty riddles are expressed
with artistic expression and deep sense and mostly presented in verse" (Gabdullin, 1972). They
teach the younger generation of children to be resourcefulness and have sharpness of mind,
awaken their minds and feelings, enhance their self-awareness, to learn the surrounding world.
The puzzles show the philosophy of the people who created them, literary and aesthetic level,
the level of social consciousness, the development of their mind and language. Volume 64
which represents this genre includes 2279 puzzles, preserved in the manuscript collections of
the country, recorded from people, and collected among Kazakhs in foreign countries.
Subsequent volumes 65-69 consist of proverbs and sayings. Throughout the rich spiritual and
social experience of people’s life and due to brilliant talent of gifted representatives, thousands
of proverbs and sayings have been published. Most of them were composed and used in ancient
times by witty and resourceful people and became popular among people, and became part of
their spiritual heritage. Kazakh proverbs serve as a model of literature which has delicate and
deep meaning. Proverbs and sayings are not only spiritual wealth of the nation and witness of
centuries-old culture, but also a unique chronicle of the formation of national consciousness and
genius.
Proverbs and sayings included in the first volume 65, have been collected as a result of folklore
and ethnographic expeditions in all regions and corners of the country within the framework of
the "Year of national unity and national history" announced by President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev in 1998. Volume 66 includes brilliant sayings of Bilge
Khagan, Tonykok, Kultegin and other rulers, warriors and biys carved on stones during ancient
Turkic period and during Middle Ages which were included in the manuscript and have become
proverbs and sayings which are found in the writings of Zhusip Balasaguni, Mahmud Kashgar
and others (Kuryshzhanov, 1987). A content of volume 67 includes proverbs collected among
Kazakhs living in People's Republic of China. Volume 68 includes national heritage beginning
from the middle of XIX century to the second half of the XX century, and volume 69 includes
literary monuments, preserved in rare collections of the libraries and institutions. Texts of all
proverbs are numbered, and in the end there are patterns which have been changed during
different periods.
Volumes 70-71 are devoted to the following folk poems, which preserved among the Kazakhs
since ancient times. Among the nomadic Kazakh people it was impossible to meet boys and
girls, who would not know the white verses. This explains the large number of poetic heritage,
scattered among various funds, where they occupy a significant place. "White verses" refer to
the traditional syncretic genre associated with songs and melodies.
Children's folklore is a traditional pedagogical value, which aims at education of the younger
generation (Іslamzhanuly, 1995), formation of their minds, aesthetics, philosophy and
psychology, forming love to hard work from an early age, love of country, awakens and
stimulates the creative abilities of children. The themes of these works, the style and artistic

images play a special role in the formation of the spiritual world of younger generations.
Volume 73 contains this literary heritage of different periods and collected from different parts
of the country. It also includes comments and different versions of the texts .
Researches of Academician S.Kaskabassov showed that the genre of fairy tales included into
73-77 volumes of the series is one of the most advanced artistic genres of folk literature and
demonstrates the highest achievements of literary art. The purpose of this genre together with
exciting instructive plot is to give aesthetic satisfaction to the listener. The impact of fairy tales
has a broad scope: they play an educational and artistic-aesthetic role. Genre feature of folk
tales consists of these two components. Therefore, the main task of a fairy tale is to make the
story plot attractive, transfer it lively and colorful. Of course, fairy tales do not pretend to be a
truthful transfer of the realities of life, and the storyteller doesn’t strive to persuade the listener
in this (Kaskabassov, 2008).
Kazakh tales are multifaceted in terms of genres and subjects. They are divided into several
subtypes: animal tales (73th volume), tales about miracles (volume 74), heroic tales (vol. 75),
tales-novels (volume 76), satirical tales (volume 77). In their plot stories, along with plot
typical only for Kazakh tales there are also plots from tales of other nations. Most of them are
historical- typological, some are historical-genealogical – they are similar to the related Turkic
peoples, and spread among the Kazakhs in the result of close historical and cultural ties. For
this reason, among the Kazakh tales coexisted purely national and international plots, so-called
"roaming".
Genre of myths included into volume 78 have appeared at the dawn of mankind, gradually
evolved and rose to the level of artistic works. Especially cosmogonic and etiological myths
have widely spread which clarify the existence of heavenly world and reveal some of the
qualities of animals. When people were composing numerous myths about human nature,
structure of the universe, they have tried to understand and explain it all, and transferred their
lives, customs and traditions to these myths, explaining many things by their daily occupations
and lifestyles, linking them with human qualities.
We have already mentioned that the compilers of the series "Babalar Sozi" tried to cover folk
heritage of our compatriots abroad, and therefore, efforts have been made to collect folklore in
neighboring countries, then they were systematized and prepared for publication. Part of this
heritage is devoted to the folklore of the Kazakhs of Mongolia. Collection of folklore of
Mongolian Kazakhs is included in volume 79 and is prepared on the basis of patterns of folklore
collected among the Kazakhs in Bayan Olgiy district.
The following volumes 80-89 of the series "Babalar Sozi” are devoted to a large part of Kazakh
folklore - legends. The initial volume contains toponymical legend. This genre includes stories
about the origin of the names of lands and reservoirs, rivers and lakes, mountains and rocks,
etc. This volume contains materials collected and recorded during scientific literary- folklore
and ethnographic expeditions among Kazakhs in China, as well as stored in the manuscript
collections of Kazakhstan.
It is known that general genealogical chronicle "shezhire" of the Kazakhs consists of shezhire of
particular tribes and clans, Tore and Kozha, Tolengitov. Within the genre, they are divided by
the following features: - poetic shezhire -legend, shezhire written in blank verse and shezhire
as a genealogical table. Since shezhire was in demand in administrative system of Kazakh
horde, the khans collected them, systematized and recorded on paper - knowledge of shezhire
helped form and equip troops through tribal warriors, implement policy through the rulers and
biys of clans and tribes, as well as used in addressing emerging land and personal disputes, tax
collection.
Legends shezhire which were transmitted orally from generation to generation – is the
centuries-old history of the Kazakhs, a reflection of the way the formation and development of
the nation. Besides tables of genealogical tree, the genealogy of each tribe, clan, dynasty was
replenished with legends associated with them, which have been transferred from generation to

generation and constantly replenished. Later, based on different stories told by the elder people
and prose legends, the akyns and zhyrau created poetic stories. Most of them were not limited
to specific plot, but covered genealogy of proto-Turks, ancient roots of Kazakhs to present
period. Volumes 81-82 of the series are based on the works, telling about the origin of the
Kazakhs, beginning with Adam, Turkic Khanate, Alash Khan, Maiky Biy, the history of three
zhuzs, some tribes and clans.
Prosaic genealogical legends (volume 83) - they figuratively and artistically tell about the great
personalities who have played a role in the history of ancient Turks, Oguz, Moguls, Nogai,
Tatars and united the tribes into one nation: Oguz Khan, Genghis Khan, Alash Khan and
describes the origin of the self-name of the people "Kazakh" and battle cry "Alash", the division
of people into three juz, origin of particular clans and Tore, Sahaba, Kozha, shalakazakhs,
Tulengut people who were not included into Kazakh tribes but participated in the formation of
nation, the stories and legends about the formation of Kazakh people.
Kuy legends - is a kind of spiritual phenomenon in Kazakh culture. They occupy a special place
in the spiritual heritage of the people and are traditional heritage with the roots going back to
the old period. The evidence of this is the art of kui which originated from great storyteller
Korkyt ata and continues at present day. We should mention about the inextricable link between
kui and kuishi, kui and legends, stories of origin of kui and performers. Volume 84 of the series
"Babalar sozi" includes legends of VIII-V centuries BC - VI century AD ("Kos muyzdi Eskendir",
"Kok Tobet", "Kokbori", "Akku", "Saryn", etc.), and legends that have appeared during the VIIXIX centuries associated with the creativity of famous kuishi of that time or folklore.
Volumes 85-88 are dedicated to one of the oldest genres of folklore - historical legends (VIXIX). Many legends associated with the names of brave warriors - fighters for independence of
homeland, shows examples of devotion and service to the nation remained neglected until
gaining independence, and not published because of prohibition, and for this reason they have
not been promoted and studied. That's why a special attention was paid to them in the
preparation of this publication. Texts of historical legends have been published thanks to those
which preserved in the collections of rare manuscripts of the republic.
Volume 89 of the series presents patterns of legends in verse. Among them there are such big
folklore works as poem-legend "Kiz kulagan", based on a fairy-tale plots "Aldar Kose" depicting
historical figures of the legends "Korkyt", "Asankaigy."
Ceremonial folklore refers to the most well-preserved genres of Kazakh folklore. This type of
folklore art is based on description of life, activities and practices, social relations, traditions,
beliefs, professional activities and other values in life. It is known that this genre is constantly
updated and developed. The main types of this genre include: calendar ritual (zhyr about
nauryz, Ramazan), wedding ceremonies (matchmaking, toybastar, songs zhar-zhar, synsu,
aushadiyar, betashar, neke kiyar), funeral (zhoktau, dauys, konilkos, korisu, etc.). Volume 90
includes seasonal, traditional and wedding folklore, and volume 91 includes samples of
remembrance folklore.
A special place in Kazakh folklore take tall tales, fables in verse and prose samples. The first
goal of tall stories – is with the help of unbridled imagination, ingenuity and sophistication,
colorful language to capture the audience and excite their imagination, and the second - to
cheer up people by interesting, funny and amazing events (Zhansүgіruly, 1927). Fables in verse
(also prose samples) transmit any occasion or event in allegorical and didactic form, to show
negative sides of any action. Volume 92 includes works of this genre, which certainly will be of
interest to readers.
Magic folklore (volume 93) – one of the most interesting branches of national heritage which
has cognitive and educational meaning. It is divided on manner and tone of narration, poetic
form and artistic realization, features of content on the following sections: blessing, curse,
dream interpretation, prohibitions, prayers, incantations, prayers, shamanic songs, spells,
divination, voodoo rites of purification, etc.

Like other peoples of the world our people have other types of magical folklore – dreams and
their interpretation, and superstition. Volume 94 includes various samples of dreams and their
interpretation, related superstitions, but since all the texts could not be included in a single
volume, they have been included in systematic form only excerpts and some samples of
superstitions.
Another type of prose legends are hikayats (hagiographic stories). Their plots and themes are
divided into books and religious. Hikayat include various works written on the basis of the life of
the prophets and saints and Muslim mythology. Volume 95 includes works of Adam Suleiman,
the Prophet Muhammad, Lukpan, Eskendir Zulkarnay, Kydyr and others which are widespread
among Kazakhs.
Sixth and seventh collection of the remaining ten volumes of the series are devoted to "oral
stories" (volumes 96-97), the eighth collection (volume 98) to the stories about Kozhanasyr
and other Kazakh stories about dodgers. These stories are based on the interesting content in
terms of humor events in social life or individuals. Usually these stories are related to the
narrator or person familiar to the audience, more precisely, mostly the narrator himself is the
main character.
Folk song heritage of Kazakhs is distinguished in broad range of themes and variety of content.
Mostly – different aspects of people’s life, a reflection of social relations, state of human soul,
unfulfilled dreams and desires, customs and traditions, young people’s pure love, grief and
sadness, secrets and mysteries of nature. Therefore folk songs transfer ethical ideas, aesthetic
and human feelings to listeners. Samples of song heritage are included in the volumes 99 and
100.
The last volume 101 of the series "Babalar Sozi" is representing a scientific-reference book to
the whole publication – this is a system of bibliographies and comments to folklore materials
published in 100 volumes.
In preparation of the 100 volumes series participated professor B.Azibaeva and a group of
drafters led by PhD Phil.Sci S.Kosan and T.Albekov represented by K.Alpysbaeva,
P.Auyesbayeva, M.Shafigi, T.Akimova, Zh.Rakysheva, Zh.Saltakova, N.Mursalimova, N.Elesbay,
A.Oralbek, Yu.Piltan and other researchers. Thanks to them the series "Words of Ancestors" in
one hundred volumes has been completed successfully and timely.

4. Conclusion
Successful completion of this unique publication gives grounds to state that the program
"Cultural Heritage" initiated by the Head of the State Nursultan Nazarbayev is fully
implemented. This once again emphasizes the authority of independent Kazakhstan in
international community, and collected Kazakh folklore will be introduced into the scientific use
of world folklore and take its rightful place among the human values. Secondly, it is worth
noting that literary monuments, which have been laying in dust in the foundation storages,
have been returned to people, and works published in the XIX-XX centuries, in Arabic, Latin and
Turkish languages remained unknown until today to a wide range of readers. We are sure that
unpublished folklore texts, their diverse samples will be included in the scientific use, and will
be included in educational process. These books in the revival of spirituality and culture of the
nation will become basic works, not only for scientists in philology, but also historians, linguists,
philosophers and other scholars. We would like to express hope that this publication of folklore
works will enhance strengthening of national identity and further flourishing of folk traditions
coming from the depth of the centuries.
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